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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO KEITH HOUNSLOW?  

by Ken Simpson-Bull* 

________________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in the February, 2012 edition (No 53) of the Australian Jazz 

Museum’s magazine AJAZZ] 

f you’ve wondered why you haven't seen or heard of iconic jazz trumpeter Keith 

Hounslow for the last ten years it's because he's living a pleasant life of 

retirement. Recently interviewed, Keith explained what led up to his departure 

from jazz performing and what he's doing now.  

 

 

Keith Hounslow: he's living a pleasant life of retirement…PHOTO COURTESY 

AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

Born in Perth in 1928, Keith took up the trumpet in the mid-1940s and joined the 

West Side Jazz Group in 1947. He journeyed to Melbourne in that same year to 

attend the Jazz Convention, and observed that that city was much more jazz-oriented 

than Perth. As a result he later settled in Melbourne but not before he toured with 

the visiting Duke Ellington trumpeter Rex Stewart, ostensibly as a baggage boy. This 

was followed by a stint with the Southern Jazz Group in Adelaide and also with Doc 

Willis.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

*Ken Simpson-Bull is the Australian Jazz Museum’s resident recording 

engineer whose main area of expertise is the restoration and digitisation of early 

Australian jazz recordings.  
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From 1951, in Melbourne, he played with Frank Traynor, Charlie Blott, and others 

and also spent a short time with Frank Coughlan at the Trocadero. After a period 

with Brian Brown and Alan Lee, Keith departed music for a while and went into film 

and television production. In the early '70s he returned to jazz, playing occasional 

gigs (such as with the Datsun Dixielanders) until he met pianist Tony Gould with 

whom he formed a duo that they named McJad, an acronym for Melbourne 

Contemporary Jazz Art Duo.  

 

 

McJad’s Miniatures album: spontaneous melodic compositions, on the fly as it 

were… 

Keith and Tony, being in complete empathy with each other, presented spontaneous 

melodic compositions, on the fly as it were. One should listen to a work such as Wee 

Ballade to appreciate how beautifully creative they could be. Later, the duo played at 

Melbourne University concerts, Adelaide, and toured India (where they were 

exceptionally well received) plus some of the Pacific Islands.  

But in 1978, Keith returned to Dixieland, or classic jazz as he prefers to call it, 

replacing Peter Gaudion in Frank Traynor's Jazz Preachers with whom he stayed for 

five years before moving to Sydney (actually Kiama). He said to himself, "The young 

ones play so well now. What am I, this old bloke, doing this stuff?" He decided, "I 

couldn't play Dixieland any more. I had to move on." He stated that he admired  
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As the duo McJad, Tony Gould (left, piano) and Keith Hounslow (right, pocket 

trumpet) performed at Jazz Yatra, Bombay, India, in 1982… PHOTO CREDIT FIROZE 

MISTRY 

young modern audiences with their broader tastes and open minds. Keith stayed in 

Kiama for 20 years, playing many gigs in Sydney, some 90 km away. He performed 

in a quartet called The Jazz Makers with Grahame Conlon on guitar, Jimmy 

Somerville on piano, Dieter Vogt on bass, Jimmy Shaw on drums, and sometimes 

Paul Williams on tenor sax. "Eventually," Keith said, "it became a bit difficult to keep 

up. Driving 90 km for a $30 gig hardly paid for petrol."  

 

 

Hounslow’s group The Jazz Makers included guitarist Grahame Conlon… 
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Other members of the Jazz Makers included Jimmy Somerville on piano (above), Dieter 

Vogt (below) on bass, and Jimmy Shaw (far below) on drums… PHOTO CREDITS OXFORD 

COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ & AUSTRALIAN JAZZ & BLUES MAGAZINE 
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Before leaving Kiama to return to Melbourne, Keith produced a six-CD album 

entitled My Jazz Life – Fifty years of playing jazz in Australia. The first two discs 

feature an audio biography of Keith's life, narrated by Keith with help from 

announcer Ian Neil and various well-known jazz personalities. The remaining CDs in 

the set present examples of Keith's performances from the forties to the nineties.  

 

 

Hounslow’s six-CD album entitled My Jazz Life – Fifty years of playing jazz in 

Australia… 

In the narration, Keith announces his retirement (in 1998) but he had one last 

exciting recording session. With pianist Tony Gould, they revived McJad, this time 

with a difference. Tony played pipe organ and, with Keith on pocket trumpet, they 

produced some fine extemporised music. It was probably closer to classical music in 

form, but Keith insists that because of its improvised nature, it is jazz.  
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The recording has been released on a double CD called McJad goes Organic which 

also features some of the McJad earlier works from the seventies. Keith has copies 

for sale, along with the My Jazz Life set. Contact Keith if you're interested. Following 

this final recording, Keith completely gave up playing—in fact he has passed on his 

pocket trumpet to modernist trumpeter Eugene Ball. He has even given away his 

flugelhorn which he also occasionally played.  

 

Eugene Ball: he has inherited Keith’s pocket trumpet… PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 

Of the current crop of jazz trumpeters, Keith believes that Ian Smith is probably the 

best. Keith also has great regard for two great classic trumpeters who helped inspire 

him. "Louis Armstrong was unquestionably the world's greatest trumpet player and 

creative improviser. Louis did not play like Oliver, his main influence. He went on to 

play himself." Bix Beiderbecke was the other. "Rex Stewart once said to me that when 

he heard Bix play he couldn't believe it. They say that the white man learned from the 

blacks, but no black man played like Bix."  

 

Of the current crop of jazz trumpeters, Keith believes that Ian Smith (pictured 

above left, with Stephen Grant) is probably the best… 
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Asked why and when he switched from conventional to pocket trumpet, Keith said, "I 

heard of the pocket trumpet from a far-out modernist called Don Cherry from 

Ornette Coleman's group in the late sixties. I liked its unique sound and I never went 

back to the regular trumpet. Someone else liked its sound, because it was stolen from 

my car, so I had to buy an identical instrument from Los Angeles."  

 

Keith heard of the pocket trumpet from a far-out modernist called Don Cherry 

(above) from Ornette Coleman's group in the late sixties… PHOTO COURTESY 

PINTEREST 

So what is Keith doing in retirement? He lives with his partner whom he first met in 

his youth. They parted, each independently marrying and raising a family, and then 

met up again in later life. His major current pastime is writing, about which he is 

passionate. He has recently published a book on improvisation called Oh Looketh 
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Ahead Babe! and is currently working on another to be called Ode to a Rumpled 

Overcoat.  

Some of Keith's observations on music and improvisation, as outlined in his book, 

are worth repeating. About modern jazz and CIM (Contemporary Improvised Music) 

he advises one to keep an open mind. "We [jazz musicians] have all played the same 

tunes all our lives," he states, "popular melodies from 1900 on. You created your 

improvised solos based on a particular tune. Why not create the tune as well? That is 

the objective of CIM, imperative for the projection of improvised music into the 

future."  

 

Hounslow is pictured here between trombonist Bob McIvor (left) and trumpeter 

Miroslav Bukovsky (right) during filming the documentary “Beyond El Rocco”… 
PHOTO COURTESY LUCAS PRODUKTIONS 

"One aspect of improvisation not normally acknowledged," he said, "is its use when 

formal composing and notation is under way, in order to find or confirm the right 

notes required for the melody line or chord." On musical instruments Keith takes a 

humorous bash at the banjo—or is he serious? He advises banjo players to take up 

the four-string guitar instead, thankfully so as not to get the truly obnoxious banjo 

sound that goes CLUNK, CLUNK, CLUNK!  

"Piano players and guitarists are lucky," he says, "they can play chords. With the 

trumpet I can only play one note at a time."  

_________________________________________________________ 


